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Sometimes it‘s the little things that distinguish a good
from a perfect day. So offer your visitors fun and entertainment literally „to touch” and that on every chosen
location!
Youstunt Concepts GmbH is specialized in conceiving and
realising professional, theme-based adventure- and stunt
shows for recreation and amusement parks. Our main focus
is a perfect mixture of action, fun and entertainment.

Mobile and interactive

What is special?
The main difference between a stationary show and our street
entertainment is the special closeness to the audience and
the flexibility of time, duration and location. Our performers
and the audience are on the same level, no stage ramps or
some kind of barriers separate them from each other. Our
acts are applicable on any location and even relocations are
possible without difficulties. Create attention just where it is
desired. Our street entertainment suits perfectly for all kind of
promotion and advertising.

A stationary show is not always the right choice. Therefore we
offer, in addition to our “big” shows, a mobile version as well.
We call this Street entertainment and this is it exactly: entertainment on the street. Instead of a determined program in a
scenery, our team walks around your whole area and enthuse
the audience with small show acts.

Numerous little “show bites” we have already developed. You
would like to have something completely new? No problem!
Just tell us the desired genre or theme and we perform the
matching show, of course in proper style costumes and matching accessories. If necessary we create the perfect character for your needs. Street entertainment is best entertainment
in the middle of your audience!

Besides the mobility, the interaction with the visitors is very
important for us. No matter if they are children or adults, we
turn it into action, literally. The visitors could be involved interactive and could be a stuntman by themselves. So they learn
a lot about our work and tricks. Thrill is guaranteed!

For further information and more examples of our performance and capabilities, we would like to invite you to visit
our website: www.youstunt-concepts.com. There we also
inform you about our stunt workshops and the opportunity to
shoot your own movie.
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